CHAPTER 5

Str: used in close combat — an army assaulting a castle, one country
invading another, or ships making ramming attacks. STR modifiers may be doubled for particularly martial constructs.
Wis: the alertness and mental toughness of a construct’s personnel.
If the construct has a leader, it will often substitute that leader’s
Wisdom instead.

For example, halfling thief Felix Pook has reached 5th level, and
finds himself ambushed in an alley by the Strapfoot Stabbers, one of
Koth’s infamous street gangs. He sweeps his cloak around him and
attempts to bluff his way through. As he’s heroic scale, his bluff action
can affect the whole gang as a heroic construct with 30 MHP.
EPIC CONSTRUCTS
At epic scale, constructs come into their own, from castles and towers,
to towns and villages, warships and trading vessels, and even armies.
Construction times may be anything from a few weeks for a house, to
many years for large castles and cities. It’s more likely that a PC will
become ruler of an existing castle or city than build their own when
buying one as an advancement.

HEROIC CONSTRUCTS
At heroic scale, a character can affect the community around him; gangs,
groups of villagers or townsfolk, his immediate peers in a guild, tavern,
or even an army. Heroic constructs are somewhat abstract, usually
representing a group of several dozen people. They may also represent
vehicles, vessels, or mounts, such as small longships, boats, balloons,
large mounts like elephants or giant turtles, or even moving magical carriages. Heroic constructs usually take at most a week or two to assemble.

Table 24: Epic Constructs
Entity

Lvl

AC

PHP

Move

Armour

Typical Attributes

Army, Small (1000 men)

10

32

x3

13 (+2)

+8

Str 17 (+6), Dex 14 (+2), Con 12 (+1)

50,000*

Barony (small domain)

13

33

x6

n/a

+8

Str 22 (+6), Dex 12 (+1), Con 12 (+1)

20,000*

Castle, small

10

31

x8

n/a

+11

Str 12 (+2), Dex 10 (+0), Con 16 (+3)

250,000

Castle, medium

11

33

x9

n/a

+12

Str 14 (+4), Dex 10 (+0), Con 16 (+3)

500,000

Castle, large

12

33

x10

n/a

+11

Str 16 (+6), Dex 10 (+0), Con 16 (+3)

1000000

City, small

12

34

x6

n/a

+12

Str 16 (+3), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

10,000*

City, medium

13

33

x8

n/a

+10

Str 18 (+4), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

25,000*

City, large

14

32

x10

n/a

+8

Str 20 (+5), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

50,000*

Fortified manor, small

10

26

x4

n/a

+6

Str 10 (+0), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

10,000

Fortified manor, medium

11

29

x5

n/a

+8

Str 12 (+2), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

50,000

Fortified manor, large

12

32

x6

n/a

+10

Str 14 (+2), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

100,000

House, small

10

20

x1

n/a

+0

Str 4 (-3), Dex 10 (+0), Con 10 (+0)

1000

House, medium

10

21

x2

n/a

+1

Str 6 (-2), Dex 10 (+0), Con 10 (+0)

5000

House, large

10

22

x3

n/a

+2

Str 8 (-1), Dex 10 (+0), Con 10 (+0)

10000

Ship, small

10

29

x2

16 (+3)

+2

Str 10 (+0), Dex 17 (+3), Con 12 (+1)

10,000

Ship, medium

10

30

x4

14 (+2)

+3

Str 12 (+1), Dex 17 (+3), Con 11 (+0)

20,000

Ship, large

10

30

x6

18 (+4)

+4

Str 14 (+2), Dex 16 (+3), Con 10 (+0)

30,000

Tower, small

10

28

x6

n/a

+8

Str 8 (-1), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

20,000

Tower, medium

11

31

x7

n/a

+10

Str 10 (+0), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

50,000

Tower, large

12

34

x8

n/a

+12

Str 12 (+1), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

100,000

Town

11

27

x4

n/a

+6

Str 12 (+1), Dex 10 (+0), Con 10 (+0)

2000*

Village

10

24

x2

n/a

+4

Str 8 (-1), Dex 10 (+0), Con 8 (-1)

250*

*refers to annual upkeep.
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Cost ( gp)

Table 25: Legendary Constructs
Construct

Lvl

AC

PHP

Move

Armour

Typical Attributes

Cost ( gp)

Army, Medium (10,000 men)

15

34

x4

14 (+2)

+7

Str 19 (+8), Dex 12 (+1), Con 12 (+1)

500,000*

County (medium domain)

15

33

x8

n/a

+4

Str 24 (+7), Dex 14 (+2), Con 14 (+2)

100,000*

Duchy (large domain)

17

38

x10

n/a

+5

Str 26 (+8), Dex 16 (+3), Con 16 (+3)

500,000*

Kingdom (huge domain)

19

43

x12

n/a

+6

Str 28 (+9), Dex 18 (+4), Con 18 (+4)

1000000*

Warband

5

23

x6

9 (-1)

+6

Str 16 (+6), Dex 12 (+0), Con 14 (+2)

1000

For example: Peritea, high priestess of Poseidon, is 13th level, and is
standing before her temple on Thrakos Isle, facing an invasion fleet of a
dozen warships from Corundum the Ancient. Because she’s epic scale, the
great waves her clerical magic raises can damage the triremes directly.
LEGENDARY CONSTRUCTS
At legendary scale, the PCs’ deeds will be told of for centuries, the
stuff of legends, affecting the fates of kingdoms. They are counts,
dukes, kings, great emperors, generals. PCs may decide to establish
their own kingdoms; these are feats which may take years, as legendary heroes gather people around them and strike out into the
wilderness. Equally, they may inherit the throne of existing kingdoms
and empires, either by right of birth, or by conquest!
For example: the Zaxilo Fastness has invaded the forests of the northern wood elves and seized their lands. Quercus the Archdruid, 16th
level, defends those lands, and uses his plant-controlling magic to exhort
the trees to rise up and strangle the invading cannibal horde! The spells
Quercus uses as defender of the forest can affect the Zaxilo horde statistics directly, as long as Quercus’ player describes his actions appropriately.
MYTHIC CONSTRUCTS
At mythic scale, the PCs may vanish from the perceptions of ordinary
folk, passing into worlds and adventures beyond their understanding.
Or, they may become demigods, almost deities in their own right,
defending their worlds and their worshippers against cosmic threats.
Creating mythic constructs is the stuff of divine miracles; most characters will be appointed to represent mythic scale constructs which
they purchase as advancements.

Table 26: Mythic Constructs
Entity

Lvl

AC

PHP

Move

Armour

Typical Attributes

Cost ( gp)

Army, Large (100,000 men)

20

36

x10

12 (+1)

+6

Str 20 (+10), Dex 10 (+0), Con 12 (+1)

5,000,000*

The 21st Plane of Hell

21

51

x15

n/a

+10

Str 32 (+22), Dex 20 (+5), Con 26 (+8)

n/a

World (vast domain)

20

36

x13

n/a

+6

Str 30 (+10), Dex 10 (+0), Con 20 (+5)

n/a

*refers to annual upkeep.
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For example: since the Hell Gate opened, the 21st Plane of Hell has
manifested itself, and the world has been plagued by demons, appearing in the streets, in people’s homes, possessing the bodies of the living.
Darmalane, Champion of Ithos, 22nd level cleric and avatar of Abraxas
the Two-Faced God, has returned from where Golael the Impaler, lord of
the 21st Plane, had imprisoned him beyond the veil, to save the world.
He casts his Plane Shift spell, targeting the entire 21st Plane, intending
to do MHP damage to it and banish it to where it belongs.

Size Increase: When you buy a construct, it’s always small in size, if
size is a factor. For an advancement, you may increase this by +1
step. You must also pay the difference in gold piece cost, if any,
and may have to wait a certain time period, at the GM’s discretion.
Threatening: You get a damage die on intimidation attacks. See the
table below for the attribute your construct is using for its intimidation attack (page XX).

EXAMPLE OF
CONSTRUCTS IN PLAY

Construct Advancements

As you level up, so do your constructs — they always reflect your
level. You may also improve your constructs by spending advancements. Constructs may have traits, special effects, and even signature
item bonuses. Here are some example construct advancements.

Xiola Zenwaith, our 11th level magic user, is aboard the elven seastrider Princess of Tarnaband, an epic-scale warship she has as a trait, and
she’s attacking the Demon Tower of Zann on Thrakos Isle. The tower
swarms with nefarious Dark Men of the Zaxilos Cannibal Cult, who
are loosing flame arrows and catapults against the seastrider; Xiola’s crew
are fighting back. Her ship has an Armed advancement (with a team of
archers), giving it a +1d6 damage die, as well as Independent.
The GM has statted the Demon Tower of Zann as follows:

Armed: Your construct has a specific weapon or weapons, and a
damage die modifier. A ship may have archers or a ram, a castle
catapults, a kingdom heavily-armed armies, and so on. Each
advancement provides a single die, based on the construct’s
Strength, as shown in Table 27: Armed Constructs. A second
advancement spent on weapons gives you a larger weapon, or
multiple weapons, with twice the damage dice (ie +2d6, etc).
Armoured: Each advancement increases your AC by +1, as your construct acquires armour or other defences appropriate to its type.
Counter-Siege Weapons: Your construct gains mobile countersiege weapons to respond more effectively to siege attacks. Each
advancement increases your construct’s Dexterity by +2.
High Morale: You may increase your construct’s morale rating by 1
step.
Impressive: Gives you a trait bonus to make and resist charms and
persuasion.
Independent: Your construct can take an action in the same round
that you act, effectively giving you 2 actions per round.
Long Endurance: Your construct is highly self-sufficient, and gives
you a trait bonus in appropriate circumstances.
Luxurious: Your construct is expensive, well-crafted, and luxurious,
giving you a trait bonus when impressing or charming targets.
Magical Support: This trait gives you a trait bonus on actions and resistances where you can describe magical assistance benefitting you.
Reinforced Structure: You may increase your construct’s PHP multiplier by +1, ie from x3 to x4, etc.

Demon Tower of Zann

LEVEL 11 MEDIUM TOWER
Attacks: Archers +11 (+1d8 + fire hazard); Catapults +11 (+2d8);
Soldiery +11 (+1d8)
Physical Defence (AC): 31 (+21) (armour 10)
Mental Defence: 21 (+11)
Movement: n/a
Range: Close (Soldiery); Reach, Short (Archers, Catapults)
Hit Dice: 11 (level 11)
PHP: 99
MHP: 44 (Green)
Motivation: To Infiltrate Thrakos Isle
Actions: Lead by Gargar the Cannibal Priest, Surreptitious
Infiltration, Terrorise the Population, Rally to Defend, Flaming
Arrows, Man the Catapults, Perform Hideous Magics
Special Defences: n/a
Monstrous Effects: n/a
Attributes: Str 10 (+0), Dex 10 (+0), Con 14 (+2),
Int 10 (+0), Wis 10 (+0), Cha 10 (+0)

Table 27: Armed Constructs
Strength / Attribute

Damage Die

3-9

1d4

10-12

1d6

13-15

1d8

16-18

1d10

19+

1d12

Xiola’s ship has the following stats:
Princess of Tarnaband: Level 11 (as Xiola) small ship; AC 30;
PHP 33; MHP 44 (Green); Movement 16 (+3); Attacks: Archers
+14 (+1d6); Advancements: Armed, Independent.
We roll initiative, using the construct stats as appropriate. Xiola
rolls 11, +11 (for her level), and +3 for her ship’s DEX, a total of 25.
The Demon Tower of Zann rolls 12, +11 (for its level), +0 (for its
DEX), a total of 23. Xiola and the Princess of Tarnaband go first!
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bringing order back to the deck, and inflicts 12 points of damage (her
maximum damage would be 17 points — see page XX) on the Tower,
whose stones slough away into mud! Its PHP drop to 55.
The Tower attacks back, this time with its catapult. It rolls 10 +11
+7 (for the 2d8 damage dice), at total of 28 vs the ship’s AC30 —
a momentary disadvantage (page XX); Xiola’s player describes the
enemy having difficulty reloading the catapults, exposing themselves
to danger. They’ll suffer a -1 penalty on their very next check.

ROUND ONE
The range starts at long.
Xiola begins by attacking the Tower with her Fireball spell. She rolls
11 +17 (trait bonus + INT), +28 (the 11d6 damage dice), a total of 56
vs AC31, for 25 effect points. She spends 10 effect points using her cast
at range special effect to increase the spell’s range 2 steps to long, and
does 15 PHP damage. The Tower’s PHP drop from 99 to 84.
The Princess of Tarnaband uses its Independent advancement to
attack separately using its archers, with a -8 penalty for attacking from
long range. It rolls 7 +14 +4, -8 for the range penalty, for a total of 17
vs the Tower’s AC 31. That’s a failure with 14 consequence points — a
major consequence out of control and a -4 penalty!
The Tower attacks back with its own archers, rolling 10 +11 (its
level), +7 (the damage die), -8 for long range, for a total of 20 vs
the ship’s AC 30. That’s another failure at 10 consequence points —
another major consequence, this time chaotic response!

ROUND FOUR
The range is short.
Xiola and the ship’s crew are in buoyant mood. The ship attacks
with its archers — but rolls 5 +14 +1, 20 vs the Tower’s AC 25 (incorporating the -1 momentary disadvantage) — a failure with a minor
consequence. The GM decides to use this as a GM reaction (page
XX), declaring that Gargar the Cannibal Priest, the 11th level villain (page XX) in charge of the Tower, has finally emerged from the
dungeons to take charge of its defence. The GM improvises Gargar’s
stats (page XX), giving him a flat +6 competency bonus on his key
actions (mostly evil clericky-type stuff…). His presence now boosts
the Tower’s mental defence from 21 (+11) to 27 (+17).
Xiola no longer has any Transmute Rock-to-Mud spells, so she
casts her Fear spell, rolling 10 +17, 27 vs the Tower’s resistance —
which is now Gargar’s 16 Wisdom + level 11 — a tie! Xiola gets a
momentary advantage (+1) on her next check.
Gargar now exhorts his defenders to remove the chaotic response
major consequence. This is effectively healing during combat, a
Difficulty (20) action (page XX); Gargar rolls 14 +11 +6, 31, and
removes the Tower’s major consequence (and its -4 penalty).

ROUND TWO
The range is still long. The GM describes the Princess of Tarnaband
wheeling in the bay before the Demon Tower, its crew wrestling with
the rigging to regain control as Xiola stands in the bow, preparing
another spell!
This time, Xiola’s player manoeuvres the ship in close to shore as
a helping action (page XX). It rolls 12, +3 (for its MOV bonus), +11
(Xiola’s trait bonus), and -4 for out of control, for a total of 22 against
an Average (10) difficulty. That’s a +12 helping bonus to help with
changing range.
Xiola has no more Fireball spells memorised, so instead casts one
of her Transmute Rock to Mud spells. The GM looks at the classic
fantasy writeup of the spell, and rules this has no damage dice, but
ignores the Demon Tower’s armour (it’s turning it to mud!). Xiola
rolls 8 +17, +12 for the helping bonus and -4 for the ship’s out of control. That’s a total of 33 vs the Tower’s reduced AC 17 (-4 for chaotic
response, ignores armour), resulting in 16 effect points. Xiola chooses
to close 2 range bands to short range, and inflicts 6 PHP damage on
the Tower, which drops to 78.
The Tower attacks back. It rolls a mere 4 +11 +5, -4 for chaotic
response, a total of only 16 vs the ship’s AC 26 (reduced due to out of
control), another failure with 10 consequence points. Xiola elects to
impose a riposte (page XX) of 11 damage (her level) on the Tower as
they sweep past, reducing its PHP to 67. Her crew lets out a resounding cheer!

ROUND FIVE
The range is still short.
Xiola casts another Fear spell (her last), rolling 10 +17 +1
(momentary advantage), 28, this time against Gargar’s resistance of
26. That’s 2 effect points, reducing the Tower’s MHP from 44 to 42.
Now that Gargar is in play, the GM could elect to have the 2 MHP
come off his total — his presence is improving the morale on his
minions in the Tower.
The ship attacks with its archers, rolling 14 +14 +3, 31, against
the Tower’s AC31 again — a tie, a +1 momentary advantage. Now
that Gargar has taken command, the Tower’s resistance is stiffening!
The Tower attacks. This time, Gargar tries a powerful intimidation attack against the ship, marshalling his uncanny magical powers.
He rolls 15 +16, 31, against the ship’s mental defence of 27, as Xiola
exhorts the crew to stand fast. The ship takes 4 MHP damage, reducing it to 40 MHP, narrowly avoiding a consequence.

ROUND THREE
The range is now short.
Xiola still has a Transmute Rock-to-Mud spell memorised. She
asks her crew to steady the ship — a helping action. The ship rolls 12
+3 +11 -4, a total of 22 vs Average (10) for 12 effect points — a +12
helping bonus.
Xiola casts the spell, rolling 14 +17 +12 -4, 39 vs AC17 (remember, the spell avoids the Tower’s armour, plus the Tower has a chaotic
response). That’s 22 effect points. She uses 10 effect points to remove
the out of control major consequence, describing her commands

ROUND SIX
Xiola has no more attack spells memorised, and realises Gargar’s
return has made the Tower’s defences difficult to overcome with mere
archers and a small ship. She decides to withdraw, to prepare more
spells and return to fight another day…
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